used in nomadic minorities in mountain areas. Moreover, an applicable tool for predicting the risk of developing CVD was identified. 2,286 participants who were recruited from the far west of China were followed-up for a median of 5.49 years. MS and FRS were compared in terms of their ability in predicting development of CVD using Cox regression and receiver operating characteristic curve. After each component of MS was appraised, its area under the curve (AUC) was 0.647. When age was included, the AUC of MS risk score increased from 0.647 to 0.758 (P < 0.001). After adjusting for age, the AUC of FRS decreased from 0.732 to 0.582 (P < 0.001). The association between CVD and each quintile of MS risk score that included age was more significant than that between FRS and CVD under the same exposed condition. In conclusion, MS risk score that included age may be a better predictor of CVD among Kazakhs.
suggested that MS is inferior to the FRS in predicting CVD 3, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . A cohort study involving the Chinese population has found that the MS risk score was a valid tool for predicting CVD, and its predictive ability was as good as the FRS 26 . However, these data cannot be extrapolated in Kazakh populations as their eating habits and living environment are different from other ethnic groups.
Xinjiang is a multiethnic settlement in China, and the Kazakhs are a nomadic nation. They have lived in remote mountain pastures for generations, with limited contact with the outside world. Due to limited resources in public health and poor transportation, significant investigations that analyze local public health needs, including the prevention of CVD, have not been conducted. By contrast, the prevalence of MS in Kazakhs is higher than that of other ethnic groups due to their special ethnicity, living environment, and genetic characteristics 15 . Therefore, evaluation of the prediction models of the risk for CVD in Kazakhs is important in the prevention and treatment of CVD. We conducted a cohort study that compared the predictability of MS and the FRS for CVD to identify the most applicable and simple clinical tool in predicting the development of long-term CVD in the Kazakh population in Xinjiang, China. This study may help identify the appropriate methods to be used in the prevention of chronic diseases, such as CVD, in Kazakhs living in other countries, such as Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.
Results
Baseline Characteristics of the Study Participants. In total, 2,644 individuals participated in the baseline survey (2010-2012) and they were followed-up for more than 5 years on average. A second survey was conducted in 2016 and only 2286 (out of 2,644) subjects were followed-up with a follow-up rate of 86.46%. A total of 278 participants developed CVD during the follow-up period, and the incidence of CVD was 25.24/1,000 person-years. Waist circumference (WC), SBP, diastolic blood pressure (DBP), and TC, TG, and fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels were higher in the MS group (P < 0.001). However, HDL-C levels were lower in the MS group (P < 0.001) ( Table 1 ). Significant differences were observed between the low-, moderate-, and high-risk groups in terms of most covariates (P < 0.001) ( Table 2) .
Association between the Components of MS and CVD. The presence of MS was associated with a higher risk of CVD. The risk of CVD increased significantly with increasing number of MS components, and this trend persisted even after adjusting for sex, drinking status, and family history of hypertension, diabetes, and CVD. After adjusting for the above-mentioned risk factors, the participants with ≥3 MS components were more than three times at higher risk of developing CVD than those who without any components (Table 3) .
Comparison of the Predictive Ability of MS and the FRS.
MS is a binary variable, and the area under the curve (AUC) of MS in predicting CVD as analyzed using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was 0.585. Referring to the FRS, we assigned a value to each component of MS to establish the MS scoring system. The total score is equal to the sum of the values of each component of MS, and the risk of CVD was predicted based on the total score. The AUC of the MS risk score in predicting CVD as analyzed using the ROC curve was 0.647. However, the AUC of the MS risk score was still lower than that of the FRS (Table 4 , Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, mutually adjusting the risk factors of MS and the FRS, for a given specificity, after independently adding TC level and smoking status in the FRS to MS risk score or after independently removing WC, TG level, and FPG level from the MS risk score. No significant change was observed in the sensitivity and AUC (P > 0.05). However, when age was included, the sensitivity of the MS risk score increased from 78.1% to 91.0%, and the AUC increased from 0.647 to 0.758 (P < 0.001) (Supplemental Table S3 ). Meanwhile, WC, TG level, and FPG level that were independently included in MS were added to the FRS, and TC and smoking status were independently removed from the FRS. The sensitivity and AUC did not change (P > 0.05). However, after removing age from the FRS, results showed that the sensitivity and AUC decreased from 84.2% to 66.9% and from 0.732 to 0.582, respectively (P < 0.001) (Supplemental Table S3 ). In addition, each component of MS was appraised individually and was analyzed using the ROC curve. We found that HDL-C level had the least predictive ability, whereas BP and WC had the best predictive ability (Supplemental Table S4 ). Table 2 . Baseline characteristics of the participants for the FRS. Abbreviations, see Table 1 .
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Discussion
This cohort study included the Kazakh population; the incidence of CVD in Kazakhs was 25.24/1,000 person-years, which was higher than the national average in China [26] [27] [28] . This difference may be due to the unique eating habits of Kazakhs. That is, they usually consume pasta, beef and mutton, dairy products, and foods high in fat. In addition, the prevalence of hypertriglyceridemia is low in this group. Our investigation showed that participants with MS were more likely to develop CVD than those without. This finding was also reported in previous studies 7, 29, 30 . Similarly, a meta-analysis by Galassi et al. 31 that examined the association between MS and the risk of CVD has suggested that participants with MS were at high risk of developing CVD.
The present study found that the risk of developing CVD increased significantly with increasing number of MS risk components, and this trend persisted even after adjusting for sex, drinking status, and family history of hypertension, diabetes, and CVD, and the participants with ≥3 MS components were three times at higher risk of developing CVD than those without any components. This result was consistent with the results obtained by Liu et al. 32 who have reported the relationship between MS and CVD in individuals in 11 provinces of China. In recent years, studies conducted in China and other countries had similar conclusions 33, 34 . Therefore, consideration of the number of risk components may be more informative than the MS binary classification when determining risk in clinical practice.
Several studies have been conducted to assess the relative advantages of MS and the FRS for the prediction of the risk for CVD. However, the results were inconsistent 19, [22] [23] [24] . Whether one predicting tool is superior to the other in assessing cardiovascular risk among patients is yet to be determined 20 . However, both MS and the FRS can be effectively used for predicting the long-term risk of cardiovascular events, bearing in mind some of the potential limitations of each tool. To further explore the development of CVD as predicted using MS and the FRS, we conducted this study by making MS components continuous. Referring to the FRS, we assigned a value to each component of MS to establish the MS scoring system. The total score is equal to the sum of the values of each MS component, and the risk of CVD was predicted based on the total score. The AUC of the MS risk score for predicting CVD as analyzed using the ROC curve was 0.647. MS is a binary variable, and the AUC of MS in predicting CVD as analyzed using the ROC curve was 0.585. Therefore, assigning a value to each component of MS was used to establish the MS scoring system compared to MS binary classification, and its ability to predict CVD improved. However, the predictive power of the MS risk score is still lower than that of the FRS (AUC: 0.647 vs 0.732, P < 0.001). Furthermore, the risk factor of MS and the FRS was mutually adjusted in a given specificity 26 and TC and smoking status in the FRS were independently added to the MS risk score. Moreover, WC, TG level, and FPG level were independently removed from the MS risk score. No significant change was observed in terms of sensitivity and AUC (P > 0.05). By contrast, WC, TG level, and FPG level that were included in the MS risk score were independently added to the FRS, or TC and smoking status were independently removed from the FRS. The sensitivity and AUC did not change (P > 0.05). These indicated that the difference between the FRS and MS in predicting CVD is not due to differences in TC level, smoking status, WC, TG level, and FPG level that were included in the two standards.
Further analysis found that the MS risk score significantly increased the sensitivity and AUC when age was included. That is, the sensitivity and AUC increased from 78.1% to 91.0% and from 0.647 to 0.758, respectively (P < 0.001). The predictive ability of the MS risk score that included age was superior to that of FRS (AUC: 0.758 vs 0.732; sensitivity: 91.0% vs 84.2%; P < 0.05), which indicates that age plays an important role in predicting CVD. By contrast, after removing age from the FRS, its sensitivity and AUC decreased from 84.2% to 66.9% and from 0.732 to 0.582, respectively (P < 0.001). This result showed that some previous studies 21, 22 have considered the relatively lower predictability of CVD for MS compared to the FRS, and this could be explained by the fact that age was not included in the criteria for MS. Therefore, age does play an important role in predicting the development of CVD using either MS or the FRS. YU et al. 26 have shown that age was the best index for predicting CVD in the Jiangsu population in China, which is consistent with the results of the present study. In this study, the AUC and sensitivity of the FRS in predicting CVD were lower than those obtained by Yu et 26 . The possible reason is that the average age of the Jiangsu populations was 50.3 years, whereas the average age of the Kazakh populations was 40.7 years. The average age between the two groups was significantly different, which may further show that the ability to predict the risk of CVD also increased with increasing age. Because the prevalence of MS is high among Kazakhs and MS is a cluster of conditions that include increased BP, high blood sugar level, excess fat around the waist, and abnormal cholesterol or TG levels, the MS risk score that included age may be a better predictor of CVD, and it may be more accurate in reflecting the risk of CVD among Kazakhs in Xinjiang. The MS risk score that included age can identify individuals who are at high risk of developing CVD, thus preventing CVD at an early stage and reducing the burden of CVD. Then, each component of MS was appraised individually and analyzed using the ROC curve. We found that HDL-C level had the least predictive ability, whereas BP and WC had the best predictive ability among Kazakhs.
A multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis showed that the MS risk score and number of MS components for HR were less than those of the corresponding FRS. The HR values of the participants in each quintile of the MS risk score that included age were higher than those of the corresponding FRS groups, and this result showed that the MS risk score that included age is more associated with CVD than the FRS, which was consistent with the conclusion of a report on the Han Chinese population 26 . In addition, the participants in the fourth quintile of the MS risk score that included age showed a higher probability of developing CVD than those in the top quintile of the FRS. The possible reason for this phenomenon is the high prevalence of MS and abdominal obesity among Kazakhs in Xinjiang. Therefore, the MS risk score that included age may be a better tool than other predicting tools for the Kazakh population with a higher prevalence of MS. Early prediction of CVD in a high-risk population and dietary intervention play an important role in decreasing the incidence of CVD and improving the quality of life.
Limitation
This study focused on low-income rural areas and nomadic minorities residing in the far west of China. Thus, our findings may not be generalizable to other populations. However, due to similarities in religion, culture, lifestyle, diet, and genetic background in these ethnic groups, our findings may provide some important insights about issues related to the prediction of CVD occurrence in rural Kazakh populations living in other countries, such as Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. In addition, our findings may have important implications in preventing public health issues for medically underserved Muslim Kazakh minorities. By contrast, molecular studies have shown that the Kazakh populations reside at the borders of countries where Caucasians and Asians are mixed, and there were few similar well-designed prospective studies that were conducted in Asia, particularly those including Muslim minorities. Thus, our findings may be applicable to Caucasians and Asians.
Conclusions
The predictive ability of the MS risk score that included age was superior to that of the FRS. Moreover, the MS risk score that included age may be a better predictor of CVD, and it may be more accurate in predicting CVD in Kazakhs in Xinjiang.
Method
Study Population. First, we chose some representative prefectures (six villages in Nalati Township, Xinyuan County, Yili) according to the geographical distributions of the minority populations in Xinjiang, a province in the northwest of China. Briefly, the baseline study was conducted from 2010 to 2012 in Xinjiang province. In total, 2,644 individuals participated in the baseline survey (2010-2012), and they were followed-up for more than 5 years on average. A second survey was conducted in 2016, and only 2286 out of 2,644 participants were followed-up with a follow-up rate of 86.46%. The median follow-up period was 5.49 person-years (in total 11014.92 person-years). A total of 281 individuals who developed CVD (coronary heart disease [CHD], stroke, and hypertension) at baseline survey were excluded from the analysis. Overall, only 2,005 individuals were included in the cohort analysis. The average age of the participants was 40.72 ± 12.34 years. A total of 278 individuals developed CVD during the follow-up period. The cardiovascular survival time was defined as the duration of follow-up in years from 2010 to the first occurrence of the event or end of follow-up, whichever came first.
Epidemiological Survey and Biochemical Detection. Data of the participants were collected using a self-administered questionnaire during a face-to-face interview. The questionnaire contained questions regarding the participant's personal profile, drinking and smoking status, physical exercise, details of existing disease, and family history of diseases. WC, SBP, and DBP were measured by trained field workers in accordance with standardized methods 35 . Blood tests were performed, and TG, TC, HDL-C, and FPG levels were assessed. All blood samples were analyzed using an automatic biochemical analyzer (Olympus AU 2700; Olympus Diagnostics, Hamburg, Germany). Each participant signed an informed consent form. All the described methods were performed in accordance with the approved guidelines and regulations. This study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Review Board (IERB) of the First Affiliated Hospital of Shihezi University School of Medicine (IERB no.: SHZ2010LL01).
Diagnostic Criteria for CVD. The participants who have one of the following conditions were diagnosed with CVD: the first-ever occurrence of stroke, CHD, or hypertension during the follow-up period. Stroke was classified as either ischemic or hemorrhagic attack. The criteria for the diagnosis of CHD included interventional treatment of a coronary artery (cardiac catheterization or coronary artery bypass grafting), stable angina pectoris, unstable angina pectoris, the first occurrence of acute myocardial infarction, and congestive heart failure caused by myocardial ischemia after baseline investigation. Data on CVD events were obtained from the medical records of patients and responses obtained from the questionnaire. If a similar event occurs twice or more, the first occurrence is considered as the end event.
Definition of MS. According to the Third Report of the Adult Treatment Unit with a Modified US National
Cholesterol Education Program (2005 NCEP-ATP III) 36 , MS was defined as having three or more of the following five components: (1) central obesity: WC ≥ 90 cm in men and ≥80 cm in women; (2) TG level > 150 mg/dL (1.7 mmol/L) or has undergone corresponding treatments; (3) HDL-C level < 40 mg/dL (1.04 mmol/L) in men and < 50 mg/dL (1.30 mmol/L) in women or has undergone corresponding treatments; (4) SBP ≥ 130 mmHg and/ or DBP ≥ 85 mmHg, has received appropriate treatments, or has been diagnosed with hypertension; and (5) FPG level ≥ 100 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L), has received appropriate treatments, or was previously diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. Table S1 . FRS is used to predict the risk of CVD 18 . It is a sex-specific chart that includes age, sex, TC level, HDL-C level, smoking status, and SBP. The absolute percentage of CVD risk over 10 years was categorized as low risk (≤10%), intermediate risk (11-20%) , and high risk (>20%) 18 . MS risk score. The MS risk score is presented in Supplemental Table S2 . The five MS components were categorized based on the FRS and other guidelines in establishing an MS scoring system. The SBP, DBP, and HDL-C level were classified based on the FRS 37 . Thus, FPG level was classified as follows: < 100, 100-110, 110-126, and ≥126 mg/dL. The WC classification criteria increased every 5 cm based on the Asian American standards. The total score was equal to the sum of the values of each MS component, and the risk of CVD was predicted based on the total score.
FRS. The FRS standard is presented in Supplemental
Confounding Factors. The following potential confounders were used in the data analysis: sex, drinking status (current drinking, ever drinking, and never drinking), and family history of hypertension, diabetes, and CVD.
Statistical analysis. The EpiData3.02 software was used to establish a database, and a double entry method and logic error detection were also utilized. Categorical variables were expressed as percentages, whereas continuous variables were presented as mean ± standard deviation. Chi-square test and student's t-test were used to compare the baseline characteristics (percentages and means) between the groups. After adjusting for sex, drinking status, and family history of hypertension, diabetes, and CVD, the relationship between the components of MS and CVD was analyzed using the multivariate Cox proportional hazards model. The participants were divided into five groups according to the number of metabolic abnormalities at baseline: 0, 1, 2, 3, and ≥4. The participants were also classified into five groups according to quintiles of FRS; the MS risk score that included age and the MS risk score were divided into five equal parts using the same weight, and the area under the ROC of the number of MS components, MS risk score, and FRS were compared to determine their predictive ability. Based on the ROC curve analysis, the Cox proportional hazards model was used to compare the number of MS components, MS risk score, and FRS to predict the development of CVD. Meanwhile, the FRS was classified as ≤10%, 11-20%, and > 20%; the MS risk score included age, and it was then divided into three equal parts using the same weight. Under the same exposure conditions, the Cox proportional hazards model was used to compare the number of MS components and the MS risk score with the FRS as predictors of CVD. The AUC was compared using the Z test, and all statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software version 17.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, the USA). All statistical tests were two-sided, and a P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The conclusions of the manuscript were based on relevant datasets available in the manuscript.
